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Abstract— A research topic that is becoming increasingly
popular is that of on-board mobile communication, where users
on a vehicle are connected to a local network that attaches
to the Internet via a mobile router and a wireless link. One
critical issue in such a moving network architecture is the
possibility of temporary outages due to low quality of wireless
links between on-board routers and base stations. In an on-
board communication network, a single link outage may impact
a large number of existing connections. The ability to predict link
outages before they occur, which becomes possible when the route
of the vehicle is known in advance (e.g. for public transport),
can significantly improve the performance of on-board moving
networks. In this work, we show some results on the impact of
different factors on the signal strength in a metropolitan area.
Our study suggests that location is a promising factor in the
context of outage prediction for on-board mobile networks. We
observe that signal strength is strongly correlated with locations
across different times of a day. Additionally, we find that, while
the signal strength levels measured at low and medium speeds are
similar, there are larger variations and more frequent handoffs
at a lower speed. These insights may be useful for designing
realistic detailed simulations.

Index Terms— GPRS, Outage prediction, On-board network

I. INTRODUCTION

Ubiquitous computing is emerging as an exciting new
paradigm with a goal to provide services anytime anywhere. In
particular, there is a growing interest in deploying high-speed
wireless LANs on public transport vehicles to allow travelers
to connect their devices to the Internet. Figure 1 shows a
typical on-board architecture, which consists of a high-speed
mobile LAN and a mobile router that provides connectivity to
the Internet through a wireless link (e.g. cellular or satellite).
Thus, the mobile users simply connect their devices to the on-
board network to enjoy the Internet service. This architecture is
advocated, in particular, by IETF’s Network Mobility (NEMO)
working group [1], and its popularity is evidenced by an
increasing number of research projects, e.g. [2]–[4].

One critical issue in such a mobile networking architecture
is the possibility of temporary outages due to low quality
of wireless links between on-board routers and base stations.
An outage can occur in a cellular network when the received
signal strength is below a certain threshold. For example, the
threshold for a GSM 900 mobile phone is -104 dBm [5]. An
outage disrupts existing connections and on-going services,
which is exacerbated in an on-board mobile network because
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Fig. 1. On-board communication architecture.

a single link outage may impact a large number of existing
connections.

Unlike most wireless end devices (such as mobile phones),
whose mobility patterns are in general unpredictable, the
routes of public transport vehicles are known in advance and
repetitive. One can take advantage of this fact to predict link
outages to a certain extent. For example, the mobile router
may record information such as signal strength and available
bandwidth on the wireless link, at different locations and
times on its route. Analysis of recorded information over time
may reveal that the signal loss occurs with a high probability
at certain locations, times of day, or weather conditions.
While the link outage may not be preventable, predicting
it in advance can nonetheless improve the performance for
example, by sending a signal about an imminent outage to
existing connection endpoints, the mobile router can prevent
the chaotic and uncoordinated attempts by the individual
connections to resume their data flows after the outage occurs,
which may be subject to contention, excessively long timeouts,
and other undesirable features.

Motivated by the above observations, in this study we set out
to explore the significance of the various factors that may be
affecting the quality of the wireless signal. Our ultimate goal is
to gain the insight necessary to properly design the recording
and mining of wireless signal strength and bandwidth avail-
ability in the mobile router. Note that, while the received signal
strength is obviously affected by various physical factors
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such as distance, noise, multipath, etc, it is non-trivial to
measure and hard to utilize these factors in the context of
outage prediction in practice. In this work, we focus on
understanding which of the potential environmental factors —
such as location, weather, time of day, people, vehicle velocity,
transportation mode, etc — have a dominating impact on the
received signal strength, and can be utilized in the outage
prediction process. Compared to the above mentioned physical
factors, measurements of these environmental factors are easier
to be obtained and utilized for outage prediction.

Specifically, we have conducted wide-area measurements
by recording the GPRS signal strength in different locations
and under a variety of conditions in Sydney, Australia, fo-
cusing in particular on several public transport routes. We
find that, among the factors studied, location is clearly the
most dominating factor affecting the signal quality, with the
overall impact of all other factors being much less significant.
Therefore, even a simple outage prediction approach, taking
into account only the location of the vehicle, is likely to bring
about a performance improvement in practice.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we present some related work. Section III describes our data
collection process, and our results are discussed in Section IV.
Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in Sec-
tion V.

II. RELATED WORK

Our work builds on prior work in on-board communication,
outage prediction, signal strength measurements and GPRS
network measurements.

In recent years, on-board communication has become a
popular and important research topic. This is evidenced by
a variety of research projects being conducted in the area;
due to space limits, we only mention some of them briefly
here. The “Drive-thru Internet” project [6] investigates the
usability of IEEE 802.11 technology for providing network
access to mobile users in moving vehicles. Its idea is to
provide 802.11 access points along the road, so that a vehicle
driving by will obtain intermittent WLAN access. It argues
that such intermittent connectivity is sufficient for certain
applications, such as email or file sharing. The NoW (Network
on Wheels) project [4] aims to develop a wireless ad hoc
network for inter-vehicle communications. It focuses on the
research issues related to distributing position data among
vehicles, to satisfy the vehicle drivers’ and passengers’ needs
for location-dependent services. Finally, we point out that the
commercial interest in on-board communication systems is
gaining momentum as well; see, e.g., [7] for a list of related
links.

The above studies deal with on-board communication for
vehicles in general. The idea that the advance knowledge and
repetitiveness of public transport routes can be used to predict
wireless signal outages was suggested by Baig et al. [8],
who proposed to employ the Freeze-TCP [9] extension on
the mobile router and analyzed the TCP performance benefits
gained by outage prediction. They assumed outages to be

predicted independently of each other with a given probability,
and showed that the improvement in TCP throughput is super-
linear in the prediction probability, especially when the TCP
connections use large window sizes. However, they did not
consider the mechanisms required to implement the prediction
in practice.

Empirical measurements of the wireless signal strength and
of its dependence on various factors have been done by cellular
service providers and consulting companies. For example,
Omnitele [10] have conducted experiments to measure call
success rate, signal strength and throughput along roads, train
routes and in urban and rural areas. Their objective was
to utilize the collected measurements to optimize operators’
network performance for better customer service and hard-
ware utilization. However, their data is not publicly available.
Wagen [11] conducted a series of experiments in small (62
meters by 65 meters) urban areas to measure signal loss in both
line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight conditions. He developed
an empirical model to characterize the relationship between
signal strength and distance. Lastly, Chen and Siew [12] have
conducted indoor experiments to measure the performance
of a wireless LAN. Their focus was to investigate how
the packet and bit level error characteristics are affected by
different environmental factors such as humidity, microwave
interference, wall obstacle and distance.

Several previous studies [13]–[15] have investigated TCP
performance on GPRS links by conducting stationary exper-
iments over production networks. They found that the long
queuing delay of GPRS links has a major negative effect on
TCP performance. They showed that GPRS links are currently
plagued with several problems such as high and variable round
trip time, bursty packet loss and frequent link outages.

Unlike prior work, the focus of our work is to investigate
the impact of different environmental factors on the received
signal strength in an operational GPRS network and search
for the dominant factors to be used for outage prediction in a
known route, as is the case, e.g., for a public transport or a
regularly commuting private vehicle.

III. DATA COLLECTION

For data collection, a user traveled around the Sydney
metropolitan area and conducted measurements of GPRS sig-
nal strength on public transportation systems. We recorded the
signal strength of Vodafone’s 1 GPRS network at different lo-
cations and under different conditions such as moving speeds,
times of a day, levels of humidity, etc. Our measurements
record the quality of signal of wireless links between the
receiver and base stations, the identity of base stations that
our mobile user connected to, and locations and timestamps
when measurements were taken. We used a Garmin eTrex GPS
receiver to record locations and times when measurements
were taken. Due to the line-of-sight limitation of GPS, for
certain locations (e.g. inside a tunnel) we manually recorded

1Vodafone is one of the largest national GPRS operators in Australia.
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the time and estimated the location based on surrounding
landmarks.

The data was collected during a six-month period between
October 2003 and April 2004. Our traces were collected on
different transportation means including train, bus and car 2,
as well as at some chosen locations in the Sydney urban
area for stationary measurements. The bus and train routes
where measurements were taken run across an area from north
to south Sydney. For train experiments, the route from St.
Leonards to Central station is chosen. For bus experiments, the
route 200 traveling between Bondi and Chatswood is chosen.
Each experiment was repeated a number of times to ensure
that our results are consistent.

IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We have investigated the effects of a range of different
environmental factors on the measured signal strength. Among
those factors we studied, we find that location has the most
significant effect on the measured signal strength.

A. Location

We find that signal strength is strongly correlated with lo-
cations across different times of day. As shown in Figure 2,
each line indicates a different experiment that was performed
at different times on the same train route. We find that the
quality of signal varies significantly among different locations,
but remains similar across different times of day for the same
location. The above observation suggests the possibility of
using correlations between location and signal strength as a
predictor for outage prediction.

Furthermore, we find that there is some correlation between
the location and the base station that our mobile user connected
to. Figure 3 shows a sequence of switchings between different
base stations when the mobile user moved along a train route.
Although the switching sequences are not identical between
experiments, they indicate a certain degree of predictability.
Such an observation seems to suggest the feasibility of de-
ploying some resource reservation schemes to improve the
performance of on-board networks. For example, one could
employ some pre-association techniques to reduce the latency
of handoff for base stations that are in different IP subnets.

B. Other factors

In addition to location, we also investigate a number of
other environmental factors (such as moving speed, humidity,
people, transportation mode, etc.) but find that they do not
have significant effects on the received signal strength. Due to
the space limitation, here we only present some preliminary
results for the following factors: speed, humidity, people and
tunnel.

Speed To investigate effects of speed on signal strength re-
ception, we measured signal strength when driving at different
speeds, namely 10km/hr and 50km/hr, on the same route. We
find that there is no significant difference in the received signal

2Some experiments were performed in a car driven along a bus route to
study the effect of different speeds on signal strength reception.
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Fig. 2. Signal strength measured at different locations across different times.
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Fig. 3. Switching sequence to different base stations at different times.

strength level, as shown in Figure 4. However, there are more
variations when traveling at a lower speed. Our hypothesis
is that, when moving at a lower speed, the receiver would
bypass each location more slowly so that the location factor
has a less dominant effect on the signal strength compared to
when driving at a higher speed. In other words, when a user
travels faster, other environmental factors might have less time
to change and less impact on the received signal. As a result,
the user experiences a smaller variation in the received signal
strength because only the location affects the signal and other
factors remains more or less constant during the travel time.

In addition, we observed that there were more handoffs
when measurements were taken at a lower speed. The handoffs
are shown as “X” and “O” for different speeds in Figure 4
(which might be explained by the larger variations in signal
strength when driving at a lower speed). The above observa-
tions might be useful for improving the realism of wireless
simulations. For example, a business merger might result in
some of the base stations being in different IP subnets even
though they are owned by the same operator [16]. In that
case, one might want to take the frequency of handoffs into
consideration when simulating the traveling between different
base stations for some delay-sensitive applications, such as
VoIP or streaming traffic.

Humidity Precipitation in the atmosphere can cause signals
to be absorbed and weakened, also known as rain attenuation.
We performed six experiments in both dry and rainy condi-
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Fig. 4. Signal strength measured at different speeds on the same route. “X”
marks indicate the locations where handoff occurs when traveling at 50km/hr.
“O” marks indicate the locations where handoff occurs when traveling at
10km/hr.

tions. The rainfall rate for experiments performed in rainy days
is 2.0 millimeters per hour. As shown in Figure 5, we find that
the average signal strengths in both cases are similar when
measured at the same locations. Rain attenuation typically has
a stronger effect on wireless networks that operate in higher
frequency bands (such as 10GHz). However, GPRS operates
in a lower frequency band (900MHz and 1.8GHz in Australia)
and is not affected much by rain attenuation. Note that some
base stations utilize microwave links to connect to the mobile
service switching center (MSC). Microwave links are more
susceptible to rain attenuation since they operate in a higher
frequency, although our experiments do not capture the rain
effect on such links.

People To understand the effect of people on the received
signal strength, we performed experiments in a crowded spot
at our university. For comparison, we repeated the same
experiments during Easter break when most students have
left for vacation. As shown in Figure 6, we find that the
average signal strength in both cases are similar. However, we
find that the standard deviation of signal strength measured
in a crowded environment is two orders of magnitude higher
than the uncrowded case. This is not surprising though since
moving people might obstruct (or absorb) signal traveling in
between and cause larger variations of the received signal.

Tunnel We also measured the received signal strength when
traveling on a train inside tunnels. We find that the existence
of tunnel does not necessarily lead to continuous outages. As
shown in Figure 7, outages only occurred in some parts of the
tunnel3. This observation might be due to the deployment of
micro-cells. In practice, cellular network providers typically
deploy micro-cells around platforms to provide temporary
coverage in the tunnels. As shown in Figure 7, the received
signal strength significantly increased when the train was near
the platform inside a tunnel.

Due to administrative issues, train tunnels typically do not
have coverage from any operator because they are public

3The numbers on top of the graphs indicate the time when measurements
were taken. The marks above the numbers indicate where a cell switching
occurred.
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Fig. 5. The effect of humidity on the measured signal strength.
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Fig. 6. The effect of people on the measured signal strength.

assets. In addition, in practice it is difficult to deploy repeaters
or amplifiers in tunnels to improve the signal coverage.

V. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

As a future work, we plan to investigate the correlation be-
tween measured signal strength and service quality parameters
(e.g. available bandwidth) of various applications in a moving
network.

In an on-board communication network, it is important to
understand when temporary outages occur due to signal degra-
dation when users travel between different environments. In
particular, the ability to predict link outages before they occur
— which may be possible when the route is known is advance
and was traveled before, e.g. in the case of a public transport
or regularly commuting private vehicle — can significantly
improve the service quality of on-board network connections.
In this paper, our preliminary measurement results suggests
that location is a dominant factor in the context of outage
prediction for on-board mobile networks. Such an insight
provides an important first step on the way to designing a
practical outage prediction algorithm in a mobile router.
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Fig. 7. Effect of tunnels on the measured signal strength: outage occurs only in some parts of the tunnel.
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